WANTED
Entrepreneurship internship

Full-time
Brussels-based

1 Eating Point

And we need a super intern to help us keep
Are you the one?
growing!

We are passionate about delivering food to
What will you do?
spice up corporate events.
We add taste, creativity and perhaps a dash You’ll join our team and have a lot of fun!
of fun to events from 40 to
3,000 people. Companies such
More specifically, these are some of the tasks
as Google, BMW, ICI Paris XL, Uber,
our interns dealt with:
Porsche, ING, Luminus and many more 
Strategic marketing and analysis of
entrust us with their product launches,
competitors
commercial events and employees’

Some missions in HR
days.

To set up labels applications
Ecodynamie, C02 Logic…
Today, they recommend Eating Point 
Updating website, making mailing
because of our three main features:

Roadshow realization
Dynamic - it’s all about meeting people.

Manage our CRM
We maximize
the
encounters.

Test some procedures in agreement
Modern - quality and design matter to us.
with HAACP standards
Hip service
as
well.

Missions in graphism
Human - proud to be! Social interaction and

Help in new product development
CSR are paramount.

Some missions on the field, like a real
event manager!
Getting hungry? Check our website for more

Finance and accounting task
info! www.eatingpoint.be

Phone prospection

Assist
to commercial negotiation
2 Entrepreneurship intern

And lot of more according your interest
and speciality fields
Background story
Since 2014, Eating Point’s activities have skyrocketed thanks to word of mouth. )t’s time
to stimulate that growth even further!

Contact:
www.eatingpoint.be








Creative & dynamic
Customer orientated
Speaking French / Dutch (native) and
English
Professional use of Microsoft Office
Must be flexible and have and easy access
to ground transportation or car. Driver
license is a plus.

We offer







A thrilling internship of minimum 3
months, possible to apply at any
moments
Small structure, easy contacts
Working location: Ixelles, Brussels
The opportunity to work directly on the
field by participating to some events
Except for some events, unpaid internship
Experience and fun guaranteed

Keep in touch
Interested? Send us your favorite advert and
resume to apply.
 Jobs@eatingpoint.be

